Evidence that TSG101 aberrant transcripts are PCR artifacts.
Critical analysis of the data published so far concerning the TSG101 gene revealed some inconsistencies leading us to its re-evaluation in 80 breast, brain, colon, and neuroectodermal tumors and 37 normal tissue specimens. In this study, the occurrence of TSG101 cDNA aberrant transcripts was verified, but in addition we made observations that are in apparent conflict with the aberrant splicing theory supposed as the underlying mechanism for transcript formation: the location of most deletion breakpoints within exons and nonconformity of these putative splice sites with the highly conserved GT-AG rule, detection of insertions as well as nonreproducible and highly variable results in repeated RT-nested PCRs. Furthermore, we found that reamplification of full-length TSG101 cDNA products leads to the generation of deleted transcripts. In summary, for the first time we provide evidence that the acquired TSG101 transcripts are caused by PCR artifacts.